
BTEC results procedure:  

 

• First ensure that board 15 (EDEXL/KSQ)is ‘active’ via Tools>School Setup>Exam Board  

• Then check the summer season includes July (rather than having July existing as a 

separate ‘season’) via Tools>School Setup>Season Pattern   
o  (note, in the following picture you can see where there was a previously used a July season specifically for importing 

btecs, however this is no longer actually used so the recommendation is to instead follow the procedure laid out in 

this guide).  

  

Click the ‘View/Edit’ button and you will see this screen:  

  



You may find that only May and June exist within this series as Associated Months, in which 

case you need to add the month of July in order to import the btec results successfully. If 

that is the case you click the small magnifying glass and can add the relevant month by 

highlighting it and clicking on ‘choose’, then clicking on ‘Update’, (whereupon your summer 

season will look like mine above):  

  

  

  

 Next you will need to download your results basedata for your school.  

  



To do so log onto edexcelonline.com and navigate in the following order (leave the radio 

button for Basedata Format as JCQ):  

1) Select btec from the dropdown menu  

2) Click on edi basedate on the left  

3) Select the Results Entry 7B as the Basedata Subtype  

4) Click on submit  

  

  

 

Within two hours the results basedata file will be created and sent to your email address 

from eie.admin@edexcel.com usually titled BTEC JCQ Basedata(Oracle Job ID:000000) (the 

zeroes will actually be a number referring to your request).  

The file will need to be ‘unzipped’ or ‘extracted’ (I use a programme called 7-zip) and inside 

will be four files  

Save the extracted files to the ‘Examin’ folder within SIMs on your system (network).  

 Now you open Exam Organiser in SIMs and choose the current summer season you want 

results for. 

  



Then Focus>Basedata and you will see the familiar basedata tree. Expand the series title  

EDEXL/KSQ and you will see yours does not have the two folders shown - it will be empty.   

Right-click the series title (EDEXL/KSQ) and Import Basedata. The files you previously 

downloaded and saved to the Examin folder will be there to select.  

  

  

You will find that all the btecs your school is registered to deliver are visible. It is likely you 

do not actually deliver all of these! So you will now need to go through and expand each one 

you do deliver, and tick both the internal component as well as the btec title eg:  

  

  

  

When prompted give your series title a sensible name (I called mine btec ‘results’ entries) so 

it makes some kind of sense when you look at it later.  

  

  

  



Now we need to create an entry marksheet to actually enter the pupils who you want results 

for, for each btec.  

Choose Focus>Marksheet Setup – Award and follow the wizard to select the btec, and create 

the marksheet.  

Note, if you do not have btecs set up properly in coursemanager, or you are trying to do this in the school 

holidays, you won’t be able to select the ‘course’ to link the btec marksheet to. In this case, choose the year 

group in the Source Population box. 

Now, once you have set up the Marksheets (via Focus>Marksheet Setup – Award) you can 

finally try and enter the ‘entries’ via Focus>Marksheet – Data Entry.  Note, these ‘entries’ 

are simply telling Edexcel which pupils you want a result for. It is not actually ‘entering’ 

them for the btec. Enter a ‘Y’ for each pupil you want a result for (see below), save using the 

blue tick above as normal, and then when you are ready create a submission file and use 

A2C to send the file to edexcel as when you do exam entries for normal subjects.  

  

  

  

(I’ve blurred out the pupil names for confidentially):  

Your results should now come in via EDI.  

Hope that helps!  


